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1. Pure transcendental extensions of the ground field. Let V/k be an irre-

ducible r-dimensional algebraic variety over a given ground field k. We

assume that V/k is immersed in an re-dimensional projective space and we

denote by Xi, x2, • • • , xn the nonhomogeneous coordinates of the general

point of V/k. Let U\, u2, ■ ■ ■ , um be indeterminates with respect to the

field &(x) [ = kixi, x2, • • • , x„)] of rational functions on V/k. We adjoin

these indeterminates to the field kix) and we denote by K the field kiu)

[ = k(ui, u2, ■ ■ • , um)]. This subfield K of the field kix, u) we take as new

ground field, and over this new ground field we consider the variety V/K

defined by the same general point (xi, x2, ■ • • , x„) as V/k. The varieties V/k

and V/K are of the same dimension r over their respective ground fields k

and K. We shall say that the variety V/K is the extension of the variety

V/k under the ground field extension &—>7T.

By precisely the same argument, every irreducible subvariety W/k of V/k

has as extension an irreducible subvariety W/K of V/K, of the same dimen-

sion as W/k. If Xi, *2, • • • , x„ are the nonhomogeneous coordinates of the

general point of W/k, then x\, x2, • • • , x„ are also the nonhomogeneous

coordinates of the general point of W/K. Moreover, «i, u2, • • ■ , um are in-

determinates with respect to the field kix), that is, they are algebraically

independent over this field.

Not every irreducible subvariety of V/K is the extension of a subvariety

of V/k, but every such subvariety W*/K defines an irreducible subvariety

W/k of V/k, which we shall refer to as the contraction of W*/K and which is ob-

tained as follows. Let x*, x2*, • • • , x„* be the nonhomogeneous coordinates

of the general point of W*/K. Since W*/K Ç V/K, the ring K [xf, x2*, • • •, x*]

is a homomorphic image of the ring 7£[xi, x2, • • • , x„]. Therefore, also the

ring k [xi*, x2*, • ■ • , x„*] is a homomorphic image of the ring k [xi, x2, • ■ ■ , x„].

Therefore there is a unique irreducible subvariety W/k oi V/k, whose gen-

eral point (xi, x2, ■ • ■ , x„) is defined by the condition that the rings

k[xi, x2, • • • , xn] and k[x*, x*, • • • , x„*] be simply isomorphic and that

x,-, x* ii=i, 2, ■ • • , re) be corresponding elements in the isomorphism. This

variety W/k shall be termed the contraction of W*/K.

Lemma 1. Let W/k and W*/K be irreducible subvariables of V/k and of V/K
respectively, and let ix), (x*) [(x) = (xi, x2, • • • , xn), (x*) = (xf, x2*, • • ■ , x„*)]

be their general points.
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(a) W/k is the contraction of W/K.

(b) If W/k is the contraction of W*/K, then W*/KÇZW/K.
(c) A necessary and sufficient condition that W*/K be the extension of a

subvariety of V/k is that u\, u2, • • ■ , um be algebraically independent over the

field k(x*, X2*, ■ ■ ■ , x*).

Proof, (a) Trivial.

(b) By hypothesis, the rings k[x] and k[x*] are simply isomorphic. Since

«i, u2, • ■ ■ , um are algebraically independent over the field k(x), it follows

that 7C[x*] is a homomorphic image of 7£[x], that is, W*/KQW/K.

(c) The condition is necessary in virtue of the very definition of W/K.

Let us suppose that the condition is satisfied. Then every algebraic relation

between the elements x*, x*, • ■ ■ , x* over K is a consequence of algebraic

relations between xf, x*, • • • , x* over k. If then W/k is the contraction

of W*/K, then it follows in view of isomorphism ¿[x*]~&[:s] that the two

rings 7T[x*] and K[x] are simply isomorphic. This shows that W*/K= W/K.

We denote the quotient ring of an irreducible subvariety W/k of V/k by

Qv(W/k). Similarly, the quotient ring of W/K, regarded as a subvariety of

V/K, shall be denoted by QY(W/K). By definition, W/k is a simple sub-

variety of V/k if the ideal m of non-units of Qv(W/k) has a base consisting

of r—s elements, where 5 is the dimension of W/k(l). The elements of such a

base are referred to as uniformizing parameters of W(V/k). If ti, h, • ■ • , t„,

p = r—s, are uniformizing parameters of W(V/k), and if w is any element

of m which is exactly divisible by m" [that is, o> = 0(m"), <y^0(m"+1)], then

« = 0„Oi, t2, ■ ■ ■ , tp), where </>,, is a form of degree v with coefficients in

Qv(W/k) but not all in tn. If these coefficients are replaced by their residues

mod m, we obtain a form of degree v in p indeterminates, with coefficients

in the residue field of W/k, not all zero. This is called the leading form of co.

It is easy to show that p elements of Qv(W/k) are uniformizing parameters of

W(V/k) if and only if their leading forms are linear and linearly independ-

ent(2).

We use the notation of the preceding lemma and we assume that W/k

(*) See O. Zariski, Algebraic varieties over ground fields of characteristic zero, Amer. J. Math.

vol. 62 (1940) p. 199.

(2) Proof. If wi, «j, • ■ • , £op are non-units in Qv(W/k), then wj =23?-i^ntj, where the An

are elements of Qv(W/k). Let A be the matrix \\Aij\\ and À be the matrix ||j4<í¡|, where An is

the nt-residue of An. Suppose that the leading forms of ua, ut, • • • , wp are linear and linearly

independent. Then \a\ 5^0, that is, | A I ^O(tn), and therefore h, h, ■ ■ ■ , tp can be expressed

as linear forms in ui, u2, • • • , oip, with coefficients which are elements of the matrix A~l. These

elements are in Qy(W/k), and hence an, <a%, • • • , up form a basis for m.

Conversely, assume that an, «*, • • • , ap are uniformizing parameters of W(V/k). We can

then write: í¿=¿í-iB¡¡"i, and hence í» =^i_iC¿,í, where C = BA, C = ||C¿,||, S = ||5í;||. Since

every element of Qy{W/k) has a unique leading form, it follows from the relations ti =X! í-iCijí;

that modulo m the matrix C is the unit matrix. Hence |b| • |^| ^O(m), whence the leading

forms of on, wj, ■ • ■ , top are linear and linearly independent.
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is the contraction of W*/K. If W/k is of dimension s, then W*/K is of di-

mension s—o, <rï;0, by part (b) of Lemma 1, that is, the field Kix*) is of

degree of transcendency s—o- over K[ = kiu)]. Since k(x*)a¿k(x) and since

kix) is of degree of transcendency s over k, it follows that the field kiu, x*)

is of degree of transcendency m— a over k(x*). If then Ui, U2, • • • , U^ are

indeterminates over kix*), the polynomials in the polynomial ring k(x*)

[Ui, U2, ■ ■ ■ , Um] which vanish after the specialization U,—>Ui form a prime

ideal ^P of dimension m—a. The ideal of non-units in the quotient ring of this

polynomial ideal has a base of a elements(3). Let GiiU), G2(U), • • • , G,(U)

be such a base, where we may assume, without loss of generality, that the

di U) are polynomials in the £7's (with coefficients in kix*)) : G¿( U) = G¿( U, x*).

We put

(1) tí = Giiu, x), i = 1, 2, • • • , a.

Lemma 2. (a) If W/K, of dimension s, is simple for V/K, then W/k is

simple for V/k, and if h, t2, ■ • ■ , t„ ip = r — s) are uniformizing parameters for

WiV/k), they are also uniformizing parameters for WiV/K).

(b) If W/k, of dimension s, is the contraction of W*/K which is of dimen-

sion s—o, a ^ 0, and if W/k is simple for V/k, with h, t2, • ■ • , t„ as uniformizing

parameters, then also W*/K is simple for V/K, and the elements ti, h, • ■ ■ , tp,

Ti, r», • • • , T, are uniformizing parameters of W*iV/K).

Proof, (a) Weput!$ = QviW/k),!S = QviW/K) and we denote by m and m

respectively the ideals of non-units in 3 and in 3- The elements of 3 are all

of the form <¡>iu)/\piu), where <j>iu), \piu)E$\ui, «2, • • • , «»] and where not

all the coefficients of \^iu) are in m. The following relations are therefore

obvious :

(2) m = 5-m,

(2') m = m n 3.

Let W/K be simple for V/K. It follows then directly from (2) that already

the ideal m must contain p elements which—regarded as elements of QviW/K)

—have leading forms which are linear and linearly independent. There exists

therefore a set of uniformizing parameters of W( V/K) which consists of ele-

ments of m. Let h, t2, • • • , t0 be such a set. If w is any element of m, we

have by (2'):

(3) wipiu) = d,iiu)'-ti + (p2(ll)-t2 + • • • + 4>eiu)-tp,

where }p(u),<t>i(u)ES [u] and where at least one coefficient of \p(u) does not be-

long to m. The presence of such a coefficient and the fact that u\, u2, • • • ,um

arc algebraically independent over 3 have, by (3), the consequence that w

(3) See O. Zariski, Foundations of a general theory of birational correspondences, Trans.

Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 53 (1943) p. 541.
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belongs to ideal 3-0i> h, • • • , tp). Hence m=30i, t2, ■ ■ ■ , tp), and W/k is
simple for V/k, with ti, t2, • ■ • , tp as uniformizing parameters. This and rela-

tion (2) complete the proof of part (a) of the lemma.

(b) Let 3* denote the quotient ring QV(W*/K) and let m* be the ideal

of non-units in 3*- We assume that W/k, the contraction of W*/K, is simple

for V/k, with h, Í2, • • ■ , tp as uniformizing parameters. The elements of 3*

are all of the form <p(x, u)/\p(x, u), where <p and yp are polynomials with co-

efficients in k and where ip(x*, ¿7)^0 (mod $). Since W*/KQW/K, the

variety W/K is defined locally at W*/K by a prime ideal p* in the quotient

ring 3*. This ideal consists of those quotients <j>(x, u)/tp(x, u) for which

cb(x*, U)=0 (or in equivalent form : <p(x, u) =0). It is therefore clear that the

residue class ring S*/ï>* coincides with the quotient ring of the prime ideal 'iß.

Hence we have by (1) :

(4) 3*-m*-ar*-(»r*,T„ri, ••-,*).

Now if <b(x*, Z7)=0, that is, if <p(x, w)=0, then <p(x, w)=0(m), whence

<b(x, w)=0(3f-m). Consequently p* = 3*-0i, h, • • • , Q, and therefore, by (4),

(5) 3*-m* = T-(h, h, • - • , tp, n, r2, • • • , r.).

This completes the proof of part (b) of the lemma.

The above lemma implies that the singular locus of V/K is the extension

of the singular locus of V/k, in the sense that the irreducible components of

the singular locus of V/K are extensions of the irreducible components of the

singular locus of V/k.

2. The general member of a linear system of Fr-i's on V/k. Let

fo(x), fi(x), ■ ■ • , fm(x) be m + \ elements in k[x] which are linearly inde-

pendent over the field of constants, that is, over the algebraic closure of the

ground field k in the field k(x) of rational functions on V/k. The m + \ poly-

nomials/,^) determine uniquely a set of m + \ integral divisors 2Í¿ of the field

k(x) with the following properties: (1) each Si» is a divisor of the first kind

with respect to a derived normal model V of V/k(4); (2) /,//■ = 2I./21,-;

(3) SIo, 2íi, • ■ • , 31m are relatively prime. Each divisor 2I¿ determines on

V/k (and—if V/k is locally normal(6)—is determined by) a pure (r — 1)-

dimensional subvariety Fi/k, whose irreducible components are counted to

well-defined multiplicities. The irreducible components of T7,- correspond to

the prime factors of 21,-, but if V/k is not locally normal, two distinct prime

factors of 21,- may very well correspond to one and the same irreducible com-

ponent of Fi/k. However, we agree to keep separate the identity of the irre-

(4) For the definition of a derived normal model, see O. Zariski, Some results in the arith-

metic theory of algebraic varieties, Amer. J. Math. vol. 61 (1939) p. 292. For a discussion of di-

visors of the first kind, see O. Zariski, Pencils on an algebraic variety and a new proof of a theorem

of Bertini, Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 50 (1941) p. 49.

(6) For a definition of locally normal varieties, see (3), p< 512.
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ducible components of F(/k relative to distinct prime factors of 21,-. This

means that we actually regard P¿ as a subvariety of the normal derived

variety V rather than of V/k. In this connection we may add the remark that

an (r— l)-dimensional irreducible subvariety of V/k may arise from more

than one prime divisor only if it is singular for V/k.

If Xo, Xi, • • • , X« are arbitrary elements of k, then there exists a unique

divisor 3l(X), of the first kind with respect to the normal variety V, such that

(6) [Xo/o(x) + \ifiix) + • • • + \mfmix)]/fo(x) = 2I(X)/2Io.

Let P(X) be the (r —1) -dimensional subvariety of V/k (or—better—of V)

defined by 31 (X). As the X's vary in k, P(X) varies in a linear system | P(X)|.

The varieties P0, Pi, • •: ■ , Fm are particular members of the system.

We proceed to associate with the linear system | P(X) | an irreducible

(r —1)-dimensional subvariety F*/K of the variety V/K considered in the

preceding section. We define F* by the following conditions:

(a) The nonhomogeneous coordinates r¡i, r¡2, ■ • • , nn of the general point

of F* shall satisfy the relation:

(7) f0(i,) + uifiiv) + • • • + umfmin) = 0.

(b) The rings k[x] and k[r¡] shall be isomorphic, and in the isomorphism

the elements xt- and rji shall correspond to each other.

We have to show that: (1) there exists an F*/K, of dimension r — i, satis-

fying conditions (a) and (b) ; (2) F*/K is uniquely determined by these two

conditions and by the condition that it be of dimension r — i; (3) F*/K is a

subvariety of V/K.

We start by introducing another copy kin) of the field &(x), that is, we

assume that &(t7)~£(x), j;,—>x,-. We then adjoin to kin) a set of m — 1 inde-

terminates »i, v2, ■ ■ • , vm-i and we put(6)

»m   =    -    [foin)   +  Vlfliv)   +   •   ■   ■   +  î»m_l/m_l(î?)]//m(»j).

Lemma 3. The elements vi, v2, ■ ■ ■ , vm are algebraically independent over k.

Proof. The elements Vi, v2, ■ ■ ■ , vm are elements of the polynomial ring

kin) [vu v2> ' ' ' i fm—i]■ If these elements were algebraically dependent over k,

the specialization î^—>1, Vj—*0,j=2, 3, ■ ■ ■ , m — \, would lead to a true rela-

tion(7) of algebraic dependence of [foiv)+fiiy)]/fm(y) over k. This contra-

dicts our hypothesis that/o(r;),/i(?7), • • ■ ,fmiv) are linearly independent over

the algebraic closure of k in kin).

In view of Lemma 3 we can identify Vi, v2, • ■ • , vm with «i, u2, ■ ■ • , um

respectively. We have then an algebraic variety F*/K, with general point

O71, 172, • • • , V«), and conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied.

(6) Note that fm(ij) ^0 since the elements /o(r¡), fi(r¡), ■ ■ ■ ,fm{r¡) were assumed to be lin-

early independent.

(') See B. L. van der Waerden, Moderne Algebra, vol. 2, Hilfsatz on p. 17.
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The field of rational functions on F*/K is the field k(v, ult u2, • ■ ■ , um-i),

of degree of transcendency m — 1 over k(r)), and the field ¿(77) is of degree of

transcendency r over k. Hence the field k(r¡, Ui, u2, • ■ ■ , ram_i) is of degree of

transcendency r+m — l over k. The subfield K is of degree of transcendency

m over k, and hence k(r¡, Mi, u2, • • ■ , ram_i) is of degree of transcendency r — 1

over K. This shows that F*/K is of dimension r — 1.

The above construction of F*/K shows that if F'*/K is another irreduc-

ible (r — l)-dimensional variety, with general point (77/, i¡{, • • • , nñ ) satisfy-

ing conditions (a) and (b), then the rings K[n] and 7v[t;'] are necessarily

simply isomorphic. Hence F*/K is uniquely determined.

Finally, every algebraic relation between x\, x2, • • • , xn, with coefficients

in K, is a consequence of algebraic relations between xi, x2, • • • , xn with co-

efficients in k (since u\, u2, ■ • ■ , um are algebraically independent over k(x)).

Hence every such relation remains a true relation after the specialization

Xi—*r¡i, since k(r¡)c^k(x). Hence the ring K[rj] is a homomorphic image of the

ring K[x], that is, F*/K lies on V/K. Thus our three assertions are estab-

lished.
We shall call the (r — l)-dimensional variety F*/K—the general member of

the linear system \ F(\) |.

We note that the contraction of F*/K is the entire variety V/k : this follows

from the isomorphism ¿[7j]~¿[x]. Also, as a consequence of part (b) of

Lemma 2, F*/K is simple for V/K.

3. The base locus of the linear system | F(K) \. An irreducible subvariety

W/k of V/k is a base variety of the linear system | F(\)\ if it lies on every

FÇK). It is known(8) that W/k is a base variety if it lies on each 7",-,

¿ = 0, 1, 2, • • • , m.

Theorem 1. If W/k is a base variety of the linear system \ F(\) |, then W/K

lies on the general member F*/K of the system ; and conversely.

Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that W/k is at finite dis-

tance with respect to the nonhomogeneous coordinates X\, x2, • • ■ , xn of the

general point of V/k. We denote by xi, xt, • • • , x» the nonhomogeneous

coordinates of the general point of W/k. Let

(8) /,(*) = m, ¿ - 0, 1, • • • , m,

be the divisor decomposition of fi(x) on the derived normal model V of V/k.

Here 3I0, SIi, • • • , 2L, are the integral divisors considered in the preceding

section, while 9JÍ is a fractional divisor whose denominator consists entirely

of divisors at infinity. If 0 denotes the ring of nonhomogeneous coordinates

of the normal variety V, then the divisors 2Í¿ may be identified with certain

pure (r — l)-dimensional ideals in 0, ideals which we shall continue to denote

by Slo, «i, • • ■ , 2lm.

(8) See (3), p. 528.
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Let W/k be a base variety of the linear system | P(X) |. That means that

W/k lies on the subvariety of V defined by the ideal (2I0, SIi, • • • , <5L). To

prove that W/K lies on F*/K we have to show the following: if H(u, r?) =0,

where H is a polynomial with coefficients in k, then H(u, x)=0. Actually we

shall prove the following stronger result: if H(u, 77) =0, then all the coefficients

of H(u, x), regarded as a polynomial in ui, u2, • - • , um, belong to the ideal

(2Io, «i, • • • , &.).
Let Xi, X2, • ■ • , Xn denote indeterminates and let

/(«, X) = MX) + uifiiX) + ■•■ + umfm(X).

The elimination oi _um between 77(w, X) and /(w, X) leads to an identity of

the form :

(9) [fmiX)]"-Hiu, X) = Qiu, X)■/(«, X) + Riui, u2, • • • , um-U X),

where all polynomials have coefficients in k. By hypothesis, we have

77(m, t/)=0, hence P(wi, u2, • • • , «m_i, »7)=0, since/(w, 17) =0. But since

Ui, u2, • • • , um-i are algebraically independent over kin) (by definition of-

F*/K) and since kin)—kix), we conclude that P(w, x)=0. The specializa-

tion X—*x in the above identity yields therefore the following relation:

(10) Hiu, x) = fiu, x)-Qiu, x)/[/„(*)]«.

On the left we have a polynomial in the indeterminates Mi, u2, ■ ■ ■ , um, with

coefficients in.&[x], hence in 0. On the right we have a product of two poly-

nomials in the same indeterminates, with coefficients respectively in 0 and in

the quotient field of 0. Since 0 is integrally closed, the generalized Kronecker

lemma(9) is applicable. Since the coefficients of f(u, x)are/o(x), /1 (x), • • • ,fm(x),

it follows from this lemma of Kronecker and from (8) that the coefficients of

77(w, x) must indeed all belong to the ideal (2l0, SIi, • • ■ , 2Im).

To prove the second part of our theorem, we show that if W/k is not a

base variety of the linear system | P(X) | then W/K does not lie on F*/K.

Without loss of generality we may assume then that W/k does not lie on

the variety defined by the ideal 2Io- Under this assumption, the quotients

/i(x)//o(x), i=\, 2, ■ ■ ■ , m, belong to the quotient ring QviW/k). Hence we

may write:/i(x)//0(x) =<piix)/<po(x), where 4>oÍx)t¿0. By (7) we have the fol-

lowing true relation between 771, 772, • • • , »;„:

<pain) + Ui4>iin) + • ■ ■ + Umd,mir,) = 0.

This relation, however, is destroyed by the specialization 17-^x, since 4>o(x) ¿¿0

and since ii\, u2, • • ■ , um are indeterminates over k(x). Hence W/K does not

lie on F*/K. This completes the proof of the theorem.

(9) W. Krull, Idealtheorie, Ergebnisse der Mathematik und ihrer Grenzgebiete, vol. 4,

no. 3, p. 125.
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We consider an irreducible simple subvariety W/k of V/k. If $ is a pure

(not necessarily irreducible) (r—l)-dimensional subvariety of V/k contain-

ing W/k, f> is given in the quotient ring Qv(W/k) by a principal ideal (co).

We say that W/k is simple for 3> if the leading form of w in Qv(W/k) is of

degree 1. It is well known(10) that if # is irreducible, this definition is equiva-

lent to our usual definition of simple subvarieties of i>.

Suppose now that the simple variety W/k is a base variety of the linear

system | F(\) |. We then say that W/k is a singular base variety of | F(\) | if

it is singular for each 7"(X).

Lemma 4. 7ra order that W/k be a singular base variety of the linear system

I 7"(X) | it is sufficient that it be singular for F0, Fi, • • • , Fm.

Proof. Let A denote the partial power product of those prime factors of

5D? which represent (r — l)-dimensional varieties containing W/k, and let us

write 9Ji=A3x. Since A is defined in Qv(W/k) by a principal ideal, we can find

a polynomial g(x) with coefficients in k such that g(x) =A3Î', where each

prime divisor which occurs in W represents an (r— l)-dimensional subvariety

of V/k which does not pass through W/k. We have/i(x)/g(x) = 9ic2L/9î', and

hence/,(x)/g(x) belongs to the quotient ring Qv(W/k). Moreover, 7\X) will be

defined in this quotient ring by the principal ideal

//o(«) + Xi/i(s) + ■ ■ • + \mfm(x)\

\ g(x) )'

Now if W/k is singular for F(, i = 0, 1, • ■ • , m, then the leading form of

ft(x)/g(x) is of degree greater than 1. Therefore also the leading form of

\fo(x) +Xi/i(x) + • • • +\mfm(x)]/g(x) will be greater than 1 for all X, q.e.d.

4. The theorem of Bertini. From the preceding considerations we can

now derive a well known theorem of Bertini. For reasons explained in the next

section, our formulation of this theorem is different from the classical formu-

lation. We first prove the following theorem :

Theorem 2. A base variety W/k of \ FÇK) | which is simple for V/k is a

singular base variety if and only if W/K is singular for the general member

F*/K of the linear system \ F(\) |.

Proof. The proof of Lemma 4 shows that we can write fi(x)/g(x)

=fi(x)/g(x), where g(x) ¿¿0 on W, /<(x) = 9J?2I,-, and where no prime factor of

99? represents a variety passing through W/k. Since the polynomials /»(x) are

proportional to the polynomials /,-(x), the linear system | 7"(X)| and the gen-

eral member F*/K are equally well defined by the /¿(x) as by the /¿(x).

Hence we may assume that no prime factor of 9JÎ represents a variety passing

(l0) If the leading form of u is linear, then a is a member of a set of uniformizing parameters

£oi(=£o), £o2, • • • , ap of W(V/k) (see footnote 2). If w2, ¿s, ■ • ■ , ûp are the ^-residues of

«a, «a, • • ■ , £op, then these p —1 elements are uniformizing parameters of W(£p).
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through W/k. Under this assumption the elements/o(x),/i(x), • • • ,fm(x) are

relatively prime locally at W/k. By Theorem 1, and by our assumption that

W/k is a base variety of | P(X) |, it follows at any rate that W/K lies onF*/K.

We come back to equation (10); it is an identity in the polynomial ring

k(x) [ui, u2, • • • , um]. The coefficients of the polynomial/(w, x) -Qiu, x) are

divisible by [fm(x)]? in k[x], hence a fortiori in QviW/k). But the coefficients

of fiu, x) are /o(x), /i(x), • • • , fm(x), and these are relatively prime in

Qv(W/k). Hence the coefficients of Qiu, x) must be divisible by [/o(x)]3 in

QviW/k). Therefore Hiu, x) is divisible by fiu, x) in QviW/k). But H(u, x)

is an arbitrary polynomial which vanishes on F*/K, that is, such that Fiu, n)

= 0. We conclude therefore that F*/K is defined in QviW/K) by the principal

ideal (f(u, x)).

If h, t2, • • • , t„ are uniformizing parameters of W(V/k), they are also

uniformizing parameters of W(V/K). By the results just obtained, W/K is

simple for F*/K ii and only if the leading form of f(u, x) is of degree 1.

Since this degree is equal to the minimum of the degrees of the leading forms

of fo(x),fi(x), • ■ - ,fm(x), our theorem follows from Lemma 4.

Theorem of Bertini. Let W*/K be an irreducible subvariety of F*/K and

let W/k be its contraction. If W*/K is singular for F*/K, then W/k is either

singular for V/k or is a base variety of the linear system | P(X) |.

Proof. We shall show that if W/k is simple for V/k and is not a base vari-

ety of | P(X) |, then W*/K is simple for F*/K. We denote by x?, x2*, ■ • ■ , x*

the nonhomogeneous coordinates of the general point of W*/K. Since W/k

is not a base variety of |P(X)|, we may assume that the elements fi(x),

i = 0, 1, • • -, m, are not all zero on W (see proof of Theorem 2), that is,

that fi(x)^0 for some i, where (x) is the general point of W/k. Since

&[x]~&[x*], also the/,(x*) are not all zero. The polynomial /(U, x*) is zero

for U=u, hence it belongs to the polynomial ideal 'iß considered in §1. It is

linear in the U's and is not identically zero. Hence /( U, x*) can be taken as

one of the o polynomials Gi(U, x*), and/(w, x) can be taken as one of the ele-

ments tí defined by (1). In other words, fiu, x) can be taken as one of a set

of uniformizing parameters of W*iV/K). Since F*/K is defined in the quotient

ring Qr(W*/K) by the principal ideal (f(u, x)), it follows that W*/K is simple

for F*/K, q.e.d.
5. The geometric content of the theorem of Bertini. In the classical formu-

lation of Bertini's theorem there intervenes the notion of variable singular

points of the varieties belonging to a linear system. The theorem is then

stated in the following terms: a variety Vr-i which varies in a linear system

on a Vr cannot have variable singular points outside the singular locus of VT

and outside the base locus of the linear system. We proceed to show that if the

characteristic of the ground field k is equal to zero, then this classical formula-

tion of Bertini's theorem is an easy consequence of our formulation of this
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theorem as given in the preceding section; while if the characteristic of k is

different from zero, then the classical formulation of Bertini's theorem cannot

be maintained, for in that form the theorem is false.

With reference to the linear system | F(K)\ introduced in §2, we must

understand by a variable point P of 7"(X) the composite concept consisting

of: (1) a point whose coordinates x*, x*, • • • , x* are algebraic functions of

Mi, u2, • • • ,um (over k) satisfying the relation :

(11) f(u, X*)  = fo(x*) + Uifi(X*) + ■■■  + umfm(x*) = 0

and which are such that k [x]~& [x*].

(2) An arbitrary specialization «<—»X,-, x?—*x<(X) = xx, where X¿£& and

where the x,(X) are algebraic quantities over k. Since &[x]~&[x*], the point

(xx) lies on V, and it is clear by (11) and (9) that (xx) belongs to 7"(X). If we

wish to insist that P be actually a variable point in the set-theoretic sense,

we must add the condition that the field k(x*, X2*, • • • , x„*) be of degree of

transcendency not less than 1 over k.

The coordinates x*, x2*, • • • , x* define a general point of an irreducible

zero-dimensional variety W*/K which lies on F*/K; and conversely, any ir-

reducible zero-dimensional subvariety W*/K of F*/K defines a variable point

of the variable member F(\) of the linear system | 7"(X) |. The contraction

W/k of W*/K is the geometric locus of the variable point (xx).

We shall now assume that k is of characteristic zero. We suppose that the

variety W/k is simple for V/k and that it is not a base variety of | 7XX)|.

Then by the theorem of Bertini, as formulated in §4, W*/K is simple for

F*/K. Let 27i0<, X), H2(u, X), ■ • • , HN(u, X) be a base of the prime ideal

in the polynomial ring K[Xu X2, • • • , Xm] which defines the variety F*/K.

Then it is well known(u) that the Jacobian matrix

(12) \\dHi/dX,\\, i= 1, 2, • •• ,N;j = 1,2, •• • , ra,

must be of rank n — r+l on W*. We now use the identity (9). Since

R(ui, u2, ■ ■ ■ , !<m_i, x) =0, it follows from (9) that if hi(X), h2(X), ■ • • , h„(X)

is a base of the prime ideal of V/k in &[X], then [fm(X)]qH(u, X) belongs to

the ideal generated by f(u, X), hi(X), ■ ■ ■ , hg(X) in TffX]. Here the integer q

depends on H(u, X), and 27(w, X) is any polynomial which vanishes on F*/K.

For a suitable integer q it will then be true that the products

_ [fm(X)]"Hi(u, X), i=l,2,---,N,

(u) W. Schmeidler, Über die Singularitäten algebraischer Gebilde, Math. Ann. vol. 81 (1920)

p. 227. That the definition of simple points by means of nonvanishing Jacobians is equiva-

lent—in the case of characteristic zero—to our intrinsic definition by means of uniformizing

parameters will be proved by us in a forthcoming paper in these Transactions. In the same

paper we shall extend this equivalence to ground fields of characteristic py^O by using certain

mixed Jacobians, which, in addition to partial derivatives with respect to the coordinates of

the point, involve also partial derivatives with respect to certain parameters which appear in

the coefficients of the equations of the variety.
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belong to the ideal generated by f(u, X), hx(X), h2(X), • • • , ha(X) in the

polynomial ring K[X].

Since W/k is not a base variety and is simple for V/k, we may suppose

without loss of generality that/m(x) 5^0 on W/k (see proof of Theorem 2).

We therefore conclude, since the matrix (12) is of rank n—r + i on W*/K,

that the matrix

/(«, x) = ||a/(«, x)/dXi, dhi(x)/dXj\\,

i = 1, 2, • • • , g;j = 1, 2, • • • , re,

is of rank not less than n—r+i on W*/K. But the matrix consisting of the

last g columns of the matrix (13) is of rank not greater than n — r on W/k, for

V/k is of, dimension r. Hence the matrix (13) is exactly of rank n—r+i on

W*/K, that is, the matrix J(w, x*) is of rank re—r+1. From this it follows

that in the m-dimensional linear space of «i, u2, • • • , um (over k) the points

(Xi, X2, • • • , Xm), such that J(X, x(X)) is of rank less than n—r + i, lie on an

algebraic variety L of dimension less than m. If then P(X) is any member of

the linear system | P(X) | such that the point (X) does not lie on the above

algebraic variety L, the point xx is a simple point of P(X). We have therefore

shown that if the locus W/k oi a variable point xx of | P(X) | is a simple sub-

variety of V/k and is not a base variety of the linear system | P(X) |, then

xx cannot be a variable singular point of P(X). This is precisely the theorem

of Bertini in its classical formulation.

If k is of characteristic p it is not difficult to construct any number of

counterexamples. For instance, if k is an algebraically perfect field, then every

member of the pencil of curves xp— Xyp = 0 in the (x, y)-plane consists entirely

of p-io\à points. In the following counterexample the curves of the pencil are

absolutely irreducible: xv+y2 — 2Xy = 0. These curves have a variable double

point x=(X2)1/p, y=X, for we have xp+y2-2Xy = (x-(X2)1/j,)p + (y-X)2.

The Johns Hopkins University,

Baltimore, Md.


